Recommendations for Promoting a Performative Teaching, Learning, and Research Culture
in Higher Education
The twenty-first century is the century of the performative.1
Claire Colebrook
A performative teaching, learning, and research culture can emerge wherever an academic
discipline enters into a constructive dialogue with the performing arts.
Many challenges of the 21st century (see the Sustainable Development Goals of the UN)2
require creative solutions. Creativity is, however, not yet sufficiently promoted at
universities, thus an artistic reorientation in teaching and research is imperative. As early as
2006, at the UNESCO World Congress in Lisbon and again in 20103 in Seoul, there were calls
to strengthen the role of the arts in education. Implementation of these recommendations
has, however, been very limited thus far.
Studies in cognitive science show that performative teaching and learning methods cultivate
a deeper understanding of content and improved long-term retention of knowledge. In fact,
it has been shown that the use of performative teaching and learning methods leads to
more creative, better learning outcomes; with students relating more strongly to their
studies and with drop-out rates decreasing. In addition, it has been documented that the
utilization of performative methods improves overall willingness to learn within the
university context, while also enabling higher education to increase in complexity and to
relate more closely to practice, thus affording graduates better job placement opportunities.
At the 6th Scenario Forum Symposium, in Hanover, Germany, September 21-22 2018, the
participants reflected on the theme: “Universities on the way to a performative teaching,
learning, and research culture?”4. Participating university educators and researchers
described what constitutes a performative teaching, learning, and research culture as
follows5:
•
•

Educators allow themselves to be inspired by the performative arts, especially through
theatre as a particularly integrative art form which promotes collaboration and synergies
of abilities/intelligences.6
The term “performative” emphasizes the implementation and execution/performance of
actions in educational contexts, in particular the creative “doing” inspired by theatre.
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“Performative” contains both a reference to the FORMative, i.e. potential for personal
development, as well as to the transFORMative, i.e. the potentially behavioural and
attitude changing dimension of teaching and learning.
Particular attention should be paid to the open or specific FORM, in which teaching and
learning takes place.7 Educators draw on the rich repertoire of sensory forms available
through the arts.
Educators and students alike do not only communicate orally, but also use additional
means of expression, so that they are involved in the creative teaching and learning
process with their "head, heart, hands and feet". The focus is no longer exclusively on
results, but increasingly on the concrete teaching and learning activities from which
lesson content is created.
The ability to experience empathy through a change of role and perspective, for
example by being in someone else’s shoes in role, is of central importance.
The educator initiates and supports democratic and participative learning processes and
becomes a facilitator of learning processes, in which students take on responsibility as
autonomous co-designers and co-creators.
Competency is only fully acquired through practical application, i.e. experience.
Performative methods can be used to simulate authentic contexts.
Knowledge acquisition requires space, i.e. an inspiring learning environment in which
educators and students can move freely.
Sustainable learning requires time, i.e. an adequate pacing and distribution of topics
and projects.
Errors are seen as learning opportunities. This requires rethinking the definition of
assessment, as it would then no longer focus on penalising errors.
The whole world is a stage. A critical examination of the role of, and individual
interaction with, (social) media in our performative societies (such as forms of selfportrayal on political stages and social media platforms) needs to be an integral part of
'performative literacy'. In this respect, a performative teaching, learning, and research
culture aspires to democratic (intercultural / transnational) participation.

The participants of the 6th Scenario Forum Symposium in Hanover agreed on the following
recommendations:
1. Teaching and learning in the context of higher education should follow the UNESCO
recommendations for arts education.8
2. Discussions of a performative turn have been ongoing since the 1990s, especially in the
social and cultural sciences.9 All disciplines are strongly encouraged to join the discussion of
theory and practice initiated and strongly influenced by the disciplines of Linguistics, Gender
Studies, and Theatre & Performance Art.
3. University educators should strive to cooperate with artists, in order to integrate artistic
perspectives into the curriculum, as well as to plan joint performative public projects.
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4. Convincing performative concepts, grounded in theory and practice, should be developed
for teacher education and training, so that a 'performative teaching and learning culture' can
emerge in all educational institutions.10
5. The extent to which innovative impulses from the performing arts have already
permeated the various academic disciplines should be investigated, in order to determine to
what extent performative teaching and learning practices are relevant to each. Efforts on
bridging the gap between academic discipline specific methodologies and the performing
arts should be made, in order to increase respect and recognition of the performative in the
higher education context.
6. 'Performative research' should be encouraged in various university disciplines.11 From a
performative research perspective, the extent to which discipline-specific practice can be
recognized as research should be examined. Furthermore, the extent to which research
results can be presented in a non-discursive way should be studied.
This paper is intended to encourage the creation of networks at or between universities,
which will specifically promote performative teaching, learning, and research.12 It should, if
possible, be forwarded to relevant professional associations and journals, as well as to
colleagues in educational contexts outside of universities.
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Remarks: Detailed information about the Call for Papers and the programme of the 6th
Scenario Forum Symposium can be found here: https://www.fsz.unihannover.de/scenarioforumsymposium.html (last accessed 30.09.2018)
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